Contribute to the Dipoli Living Room Exhibition Housewarming

The Living Room exhibition project will grow from October 4–27.

You are invited to contribute and show what's being produced from the great minds in Aalto University.

Collaborate with us by bringing something to the Living Room (1–6)

1. An object, item or product to be displayed
2. A print, photograph or poster for the walls
3. A publication for the bookshelf
4. An award for the trophy cabinet
5. Screen-based content
6. Something impressive, that you're proud of, that we haven't thought of

Curator
Katie Lenanton
will work on site from 12–16.00 daily, however objects can be left at reception from 8–22.00. They will be returned to you after the project is complete.

NB
If you want to contribute but can't get to Dipoli, please get in contact and we'll do our best to help.
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